Abstract
Introduction
The Internet has become one of the main carriers which can reflect the public opinion. It brings us with the convenient of communication, but also negative impact. In order to weaken the negative impact of the network and prevent the erroneous opinions to guide netizen, when a hot event occurs, if the attitude of netizen on public opinion can be timely gained, it not only helps to correct the erroneous opinions, and make the relevant authorities take positive measures to prevent further deterioration of the incident. Therefore, the analysis of the affective tendency of netizen on public opinion expressed through the network is useful for the government and relevant authorities.
Most existing works on opinion mining focus on identifying the appraisal of a sentence or a single document [1] , which belongs to the range of analyzing the affective tendency of netizen on entity. But the research of analyzing the affective tendency of netizen on a public opinion and the distribution of different tendency is rarely. Because the public opinion is given by the opinion holder [2, 6, 7] , the opinion itself has a certain degree of affective tendency, which makes the analysis of affective tendency of netizen on opinion different from the previous analysis. So, simply by the appraisal of sentences to analyze the affective tendency of netizen on a public opinion is not enough. The specific task of this article is aimed at analyzing the affective tendency of netizen on public opinion-support or oppose it and the distribution of different tendency by analyzing a collection of comments under the subject of the text.
Main Ideas
The basic idea behind our algorithm is as follows. We believe that the opinion itself has affective tendency, which express the opinion holder's attitude to comment object. So, for a special opinion, we first analyze the affective tendency of the opinion sentence. Then calculate the affective tendency of the topic sentence. If the opinion sentence and the topic sentence have the same tendency, we think that this topic sentence expresses supporting attitude to the opinion; otherwise, if the opinion sentence and the topic sentence have the opposite tendency, then we think that this topic sentence expresses opposing attitude to the opinion. Finally, compute the number of sentences with same attitude.
The processing mechanism of our task is shown in Fig.1 . The system carries out the following steps:
(1) For the given opinion sentence, identify its affective tendency; (2)Split the opinion sentence into words, extract the noun terms and put them into set w; (3)For the text collection which belongs to opinion comment subject, extract the sentences which contain opinion sentence or the words from w. We call these sentences topic sentences and put them into set s; (4) Figure. 1 the Processing Mechanism
Algorithm Description
Now, according to Fig.1 we will describe key technology and specific implementation steps used in this method in detail.
Identify the Affective Tendency of Opinion Sentence
Opinion is the position or attitude when people observe things. Opinion sentence is the attitude of opinion holder to comment object-positive or negative. Through analysis, we find that the public opinion has the following characteristics:
First, the opinion sentence contains a comment object; second, the opinion sentence is brief, concise, and simple structure, usually mostly declarative sentence; Third, the opinion itself has affective tendency, which reflects the opinion holder's positive or negative attitude to comment object; Fourth, the opinion contains at most two appraisal words, and the affective tendency of these words tends to converge;
According to the characteristics of opinion sentence, we found that, in most cases, the affective tendency of appraisal words of opinion sentence is consistent with opinion sentence. So we can identify the affective tendency of opinion sentence by the appraisal words appearing in opinion sentence. We first get a public opinion using the method proposed by Hui Gao [3] mentioned in a paper. Then, extract appraisal words from opinion sentence and identify their affective tendency with the help of appraisal words dictionary. If the appraisal word is a commendatory term, then its affective tendency is positive. If the appraisal word is a derogratory term, then its affective tendency is negative. According to the affective tendency of appraisal words, we can identify the affective tendency of opinion sentence.
For those words which do not exist in the appraisal words dictionary, we can use Eq.1 to calculate their affective tendency: 
In Eq. (1), pword represents the set of commendatory word having explicit affective tendency, nword represents the set of derogatory word having explicit affective tendency, w i represents the word whose affective tendency is to be computed, w all represents all words belonging to opinion sentence; rel(w i , pword) represents the relation degree of w i and pword, rel(w all , pword) represents the relation degree of w all and pword, rel(w i , nword) represents the relation degree of w i and nword, rel(w all , 
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Topic Sentence Extraction
Topic sentence is the sentence which is related to the comment object. In this paper, we carry out the affective tendency analysis on the basis of topic sentence, which can guarantee that all sentences are relevant to the subject and produce accuracy analysis result.
To extract topic sentence, we first split the opinion sentence into words, and place the noun words into the set of w. According to the characteristics of topic sentence mentioned above, comment object must exist in set w. Then, for the sentences which describe the opinion, we extract those sentences that contain opinion sentence or the words of w and put them into the set of s. The sentences which belong to s are the topic sentences we needed.
Identify the Affective Tendency of the Topic Sentence
Compared with opinion sentence, topic sentence has a richer content, more diversity of expression, a variety of structure and complex grammar. Based on the characteristics of the top sentence, the calculation for the topic sentence is different from opinion sentence. Appraisal words are used to express people's attitude and they primarily are adjectives, verbs and some nouns. However, there are many factors that can affect people's attitudes; the appraisal word is merely an important factor in emotional expression. In practice, the affective tendency of sentence is related not only to the appraisal words which appear in the sentence, but also to phrase pattern [5] . In a particular language environment, the derogratory word may even have a compliment mean, so the phrase pattern of the sentence plays an important role in the calculation of affective tendency. In addition, the tone of the sentence, such as ask tone, lamenting tone, are also able to express a certain degree of affective tendency.
Based on the above analysis, this article calculates the affective tendency of the topic sentence with the consideration of phrase pattern and the tone of the sentence. We use the following phrase pattern as a basis for the affective tendency calculation, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2 .
In the Table 1 and Table 2 , Commendatory Adjective such as -good‖, -beautiful‖; Derogratory Adjective such as -poor‖, -ugly‖; Commendatory Noun such as -happiness‖, -merits‖; Derogratory Noun such as -scum‖, -defect‖; Commendatory Verb such as -motivate‖, -promote‖; Derogratory Verb such as -induce‖, -devastate‖.
The affective tendency of the topic sentence is calculated by matching on the entire phrase pattern listed in the Table 1 and Table 2 . If the topic sentence can match the phrase pattern listed in the Table 1 , then the affective tendency of it is positive. On the contrary, if the topic sentence can match the phrase pattern listed in the Table 2 , then the affective tendency of it is negative.
In the Chinese language, using different punctuation will have a different per locution. In fact the two punctuation, exclamation and question marks have a certain affective tendency. In addition, rhetorical questions can even change the affective tendency of the sentence. In this paper, we only consider the rhetorical questions on the impact of affective tendency of sentence. We have collected some rhetorical questions with distinct characteristics from the network and store them as a template. These templates are: "... Is it / why ...?";" ... how can / how can we / How can / how can ...?";" ... how can I ...?" and so on. When calculating, the affective tendency of those sentences which can match the rhetorical template firstly calculated by phrase pattern will be reversed.
Result Show
In this step, our main task is to calculate the affective tendency of netizen on public opinion and identify the distribution of different affective tendency. For a public opinion, we calculated the affective tendency for each topic sentence. Then, we can identify the affective tendency of netizen on public opinion according to the following method.
If the affective tendency of opinion sentence is positive, then a topic sentence with positive tendency express the supporting attitude to public opinion, we call that this topic sentence voted the public opinion a supporting ticket; a topic sentence with negative tendency express the opposing attitude to public opinion, we call that this topic sentence voted the public opinion a opposing ticket. On the other hand, if the affective tendency of opinion sentence is negative, a topic sentence with positive tendency express the opposing attitude to public opinion, we call that this topic sentence voted the public opinion a opposing ticket; a topic sentence with negative tendency express the support attitude to public opinion, we believe that this topic sentence voted the public opinion a supporting ticket. Finally, we statistic the number of tickets of different attitudes got.
Experiments
This paper, we analyze the netizens' attitudes on the public opinion of -Sun Weiming even‖. The event mainly has the following two public opinions: First, "the traffic control authorities should reflect on Sun Weiming case"; the second is "the death penalty can restrain Biao cars and drunk driving." We get the data from netease BBS dating from 2009-8-1 to 2009-10-15.
In the first public opinion, a total of 280 subject sentences expressed the related attitude, in the second opinion, a total of 400 subject sentences expressed related attitude.
By using the affective tendency calculation method proposed by this paper, we get the following test results, as shown in Table 3 . According to the data listed in the Table 3 , about the first opinion, we find that 75% of the subject sentences expressed support attitude and 10% of the subject sentences expressed oppose attitude; for the second opinion, the number of support and oppose is almost equal. So, we can see that netizen have bigger controversy on the second opinion. 
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In this paper, an approach of calculating the attitude of netizen on public opinion is proposed. According to the characteristics of opinion sentence and topic sentence, we use different ways to calculate their affective tendency. For this paper, It is worth mentioning that the calculation of affective tendency of sentence is no longer based solely on the affective tendency of words, but carried out under the guidance of the affective tendency of opinion sentence, in line with the actual situation. Finally, the result validates the feasibility and effectiveness of the approach.
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